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GRB Host Spectroscopy 
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GRB 060218: GRB + Supernova 
Super-long GRB - -35 minutes 
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1)rpical SWift X-ray L"ightcurves 
Willingale et aI. 2007 
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Puzzling Data 
Many GREs do not show jet breaks 
In other cas:es, optical and X-ray 
breaks are not coincident. 
Other new papers: 
Curran et aI. (astro-ph 0706.1188) - evidence for 
achromatic breaks in several Swift ORBs 
Oates et at (astro-ph 0706,(669) - GRB 050802 
case with X-ray break clearly seen but no optical 
break 
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Achromatic Jet Break - GRB 060526 
z~3.21 
jet angle ~ 7" 
Dai et aI. 2007 
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Short GRB Time Structure 
3 Types of GRBs 
Swift GRBs (mostly) 
log [T90/(l+Z)] 
Short GRB - Curreut Status 
Swift short G RB observations 
- 23 short bursts detected (+ 2 from HErE, + I from INTEGRAL) 
- 78% with X-ray afterglow detected by XRT (95% long GRBs) 
28% with optical detection (58% long GRBs) 
-50% wi th host IDs 
-1/2 shorts accompanied by soft 
extended emission up to 100 sec 
Redshift range from z = 0.2 to 1 
- <Z>short::: 0.6 
- <Z>long ::: 2.3 
GRB 070714B z ~ 0.92 
(Graham et aI. 2007) 
Implicatious for Grav. Wave Detectious 
Assuming all short GRBs are due to NS-NS 
mergers, merger rate is ~300 Gpe,3 yr l 
[Concsistent with NS-NS population synthes:is 
modeling O'Shaughnessy, Kalogera, & 
Belczynski (2005)] 
~ Advanced LIGO detection rate of -30 YF1 
Nakar et aI.: 
Possible much higher rates of lOS: Ope-3 yrl, 
::::::::> Detection with enhance LIGO 
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